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Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 21. IntrodutionPreision observations of the osmi mirowave bakground [1{3℄, the large sale strutureof galaxies [4℄, and distant type Ia supernovae [5{8℄ have led to a new standard model ofosmology in whih the energy density is dominated by dark energy with negative pressure,leading to an aelerated expansion of the universe.The simplest possible explanation for dark energy is the osmologial onstant whihhas P = w� with w = �1 at all times. However, sine the osmologial onstant hasa magnitude ompletely di�erent from theoretial expetations one is naturally led toonsider other explanations for the dark energy. A light salar �eld rolling in a very atpotential would for instane be a andidate better motivated from high energy physis[9{11℄. In the limit of a ompletely at potential it would have w = �1. Suh models aregenerially known as quintessene models [12{17℄. The salar �eld is usually assumed tobe minimally oupled to matter and to urvature, but very interesting e�ets an our ifthis assumption is relaxed (see for instane [18{24℄). In general suh models alleviate therequired �ne tuning in order to ahieve 
X � 
m, where 
X and 
m are the dark energyand matter densities at present. Also by properly hoosing the quintessene potential it ispossible to ahieve traking behaviour of the salar �eld so that one also avoids the extreme�ne tuning of the initial onditions for the �eld.Many other possibilities have been onsidered, like k-essene, whih is essentially asalar �eld with a non-standard kineti term [25{27℄. It is also possible, although notwithout problems, to onstrut models whih have w < �1, the so-alled phantom darkenergy models [28{30℄. Finally, there are even more exoti models where the osmologialaeleration is not provided by dark energy, but rather by a modi�ation of the Friedmannequation due to modi�ations of gravity on large sales [31, 32℄, or even due to higher orderurvature terms in the gravity Lagrangian [33{35℄.A very interesting proposal is the so-alled mass varying neutrino (MaVaN) model [36{38℄ in whih a light salar �eld ouples to neutrinos. Due to the oupling, the mass of thesalar �eld does not have to be as small as the Hubble sale but an be muh larger,while the model still aomplishes late-time aeleration. This senario also holds theinteresting possibility of irumventing the well-known osmologial bound on the neutrinomass [3, 4, 40{51℄. The senario is a variant of the hameleon osmology model [52{54℄ inwhih a light salar �eld ouples demoratially to all non-relativisti matter.The idea in the MaVaN model is to write down an e�etive potential for the salar�eld whih as a result of the oupling ontains a term related to the neutrino energydensity. If the pure salar �eld potential is tuned appropriately the e�etive potentialinluding the neutrino ontribution will have a minimum with a steep seond derivativefor some �nite salar �eld VEV. The salar �eld is therefore loked in the minimum andwhen the minimum evolves due to hanging neutrino energy density the �eld traks thisevolution adiabatially. This naturally leads to a dynamial e�etive equation of statefor the ombined salar - neutrino uid lose to w = �1 today, and to a neutrino masswhih is related to the ombined neutrino-salar �eld uid's energy density �DE. Sine�DE dereases with time, also the neutrino mass varies in this kind of senario, where its



Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 3present value is explained in terms of �1=4DE(a = 1). Possible tests for the MaVaN senarioan be found in Ref. [55{62℄.MaVaN models, however, su�er from the problem that for some hoies of salar-neutrino ouplings and salar �eld potentials the ombined uid is subjet to an instabilityone the neutrinos beome non{relativisti. E�etively the salar �eld mediates anattrative fore between neutrinos whih an possibly lead to the formation of neutrinonuggets [63℄. This in turn would make the ombined uid behave like old dark matterand thus render it non-viable as a andidate for dark energy.In perturbation theory the formation of these nuggets an be seen as a onsequene ofan imaginary speed of sound for the ombined uid, signaling fast growth of instabilities.However, an imaginary speed of sound annot be generally used as a suÆient riterion forthe instabilities, as the drag provided by old dark matter may postpone those instabilities.The instability an possibly our in these models beause the e�etive mass assoiatedwith the salar �eld is muh larger than H. Aordingly, on sub-Horizon sales larger thanthe e�etive Compton wavelength of the salar �eld m�1� < a=k < H�1 the perturbationsare adiabati.This is a onsequene of the steepness of the e�etive potential and an be remediedby making the potential suÆiently at. In this ase the evolution of the �eld is highlynon-adiabati [64, 65℄. However, this model has the disadvantage that the neutrino massis no longer related naturally to the dark energy density and equation of state.In this paper we study various hoies of salar-neutrino ouplings and salar �eldpotentials with the aim of identifying the onditions for the instability to our. In thenext setion we review the formalism needed to study mass varying neutrinos and in setion3 we derive the equation of motion of the neutrino perturbations. Setion 4 ontains ourresults for various ouplings and potentials, and �nally setion 5 ontains a disussion andonlusion.2. FormalismThe idea in the so-alled Mass Varying Neutrino (MaVaN) senario [36{38℄ is to introduea oupling between (reli) neutrinos and a light salar �eld and to identify this oupleduid with dark energy. As a diret onsequene of this new interation, the neutrino massm� is generated from the vauum expetation value (VEV) of the salar �eld and beomeslinked to its dynamis. Thus the pressure P�(m�(�); a) and energy density ��(m�(�); a) ofthe uniform neutrino bakground ontribute to the e�etive potential V (�; a) of the salar�eld. The e�etive potential is de�ned byV (�) = V�(�) + (�� � 3P�) (1)where V�(�) denotes the fundamental salar potential and a is the sale fator. Throughoutthe paper we assume a at Friedman-Robertson-Walker osmology and use the onventiona0 = 1, where we take the subsript 0 to denote present day values.Assuming the neutrino distribution to be Fermi-Dira and negleting the hemialpotential, the energy density and pressure of the neutrinos an be expressed in the following



Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 4form [39℄ ��(a; �) = T 4� (a)�2 Z 10 dy y2ry2 + m2�(�)T 2� (a)ey + 1 ;P�(a; �) = T 4� (a)3�2 Z 10 dy y4ry2 + m2�(�)T 2� (a) (ey + 1) ; (2)where T� = T�0=a is the neutrino temperature and y orresponds to the ratio of the neutrinomomentum and neutrino temperature, y = p�=T�.The energy density and pressure of the salar �eld are given by the usual expressions,��(a) = 12a2 _�2 + V�(�);P�(a) = 12a2 _�2 � V�(�): (3)De�ning w = PDE=�DE to be the equation of state of the oupled dark energy uid,where PDE = P� + P� denotes its pressure and �DE = �� + �� its energy density, and therequirement of energy onservation gives,_�DE + 3H�DE(1 + w) = 0: (4)Here H � _aa and we use dots to refer to the derivative with respet to onformal time.Taking Eq. (4) into aount, one arrives at a modi�ed Klein-Gordon equation desribingthe evolution of �,��+ 2H _�+ a2V 0� = �a2�(�� � 3p�): (5)Here and in the following primes denote derivatives with respet to � (0 = �=��) and� = dlogm�d� is the oupling between the salar �eld and the neutrinos.2.1. The fully adiabati aseIn the following let us onsider the late time evolution of the oupled salar-neutrino uidin the limit m� � T� where the neutrinos are non-relativisti. It is in this regime thatMaVaN models an potentially beome unstable for the following reason: The attrativefore mediated by the salar �eld (whih an be muh stronger than gravity) ats as adriving fore for the instabilities. But as long as the neutrinos are still relativisti, theevolution of the density perturbations will be dominated by pressure whih inhibits theirgrowth, as the strength of the oupling is suppressed when �� = 3P�.In the non-relativisti limit m� � T�, the expressions for the energy density andpressure in neutrinos in Eq. (2) redue to�� ' m�n� ;P� ' 0; (6)suh that Eq. (1) takes the formV = �� + V� = m�n� + V�: (7)



Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 5Assuming the urvature sale of the potential and thus the mass of the salar �eld m�to be muh larger than the expansion rate of the Universe,V 00 = �� �� 0 + �2�+ V 00� � m2� � H2; (8)the adiabati solution to the equation of motion of the salar �eld in Eq. (5) applies [38℄z.As a onsequene, the salar �eld instantaneously traks the minimum of its e�etivepotential V , solution to the onditionV 0 = �0� + V 0� = m0�  ����m� + �V��m�! = m0�  n� + �V��m�! = 0: (9)As the universe expands the neutrino energy density gets diluted, thus naturally givingrise to a slow evolution of V (�). Consequently, the value of the salar �eld � evolves onosmologial time sales. Note that as long as m0� does not vanish, this implies that alsothe neutrino mass m�(�) is promoted to a time dependent, dynamial quantity. Its latetime evolution an be determined from the last equality in Eq. (9).In order to speify good andidate potentials V�(�) for a viable MaVaN model of darkenergy, we must demand that the equation of state parameter w of the oupled salar-neutrino uid today roughly satis�es w � �1 as suggested by observations [66℄. By notingthat for onstant w at late times,�DE � V / a�3(1+w) (10)and by requiring energy onservation aording to Eq. (4), one arrives at [38℄1 + w = �13 � log V� log a : (11)In the non-relativisti limit m� � T� this is equivalent to1 + w = � a3V  m� �n��a + n� �m��a + V 0�a0 ! = �m�V 0�m0�V ; (12)where in the last equality it has been used that V 0 = 0 aording to Eq. (9). To allowfor an equation of state lose to w � �1 today one an onlude that either the salarpotential V� has to be fairly at or the dependene of the neutrino mass on the salar �eldhas to be very steep.2.2. The general aseAs it will turn out later, the inuene of the osmi expansion in ombination with thegravitational drag exerted by CDM on the neutrinos an have an e�et on the stabilityof a MaVaN model. However, to begin we will neglet any growth-slowing e�ets onthe perturbations and proeed with a more general analysis of this ase. Under theseirumstanes, the dynamis of the perturbations are solely determined by the sound speedsquared whih for a general uid omponent i takes the following form,2si = ÆPiÆ�i ; (13)z In this ase for j�j < Mpl ' 3�1018 GeV the e�ets of the kineti energy terms an be safely ignored [38℄.



Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 6where Pi and �i denote the uid's pressure and energy density, respetively. The soundspeed 2si an be expressed in terms of the sound speed 2ai arising from purely adiabatiperturbations as well as an additional entropy perturbation �i and the density ontrastÆi = Æ�i=�i in the given frame [67, 68℄,wi�i = (2si � 2ai) Æi; (14)= _Pi�i  ÆPi_Pi � Æ�i_�i ! : (15)Here wi denotes the equation of state parameter and �i is a measure for the relativedisplaement between hypersurfaes of uniform pressure and uniform energy density. Formost dark energy andidates (like quintessene or k-essene) dissipative proesses evokeentropy perturbations and thus �i 6= 0.However, in MaVaN models the e�etive mass of the salar �eldm� � H sets the sale,m�1� , where these proesses and the assoiated gradient terms beome unimportant [63, 69℄,to be muh smaller than the Hubble radius (in ontrast to a quintessene �eld with�nely-tuned mass �<H and long range �>H�1). As a onsequene, on sub-Hubble salesH�1 > ak > m�1� all dynamial properties of (non-relativisti) MaVaNs are set by the loalneutrino energy density [63℄. In partiular, for small deviations away from the minimumof its e�etive potential, the salar �eld re-adjusts to its new minimum on time sales� m�1� small ompared to the harateristi osmologial time sale H�1. In this ase thehydrodynami perturbations in MaVaNs are adiabati. This means the system of neutrinosand the salar �eld an be treated as a uni�ed uid with pressure PDE = P� + P� andenergy density �DE = �� + �� without intrinsi entropy, �DE = 0 x.If any growth-slowing e�ets an be negleted, the perturbations in a MaVaN modelare driven by the e�etive sound speed squared given by2a = _PDE_�DE = _w�DE + w _�DE_�DE = w � _w3H(1 + w) ; (16)where Eq. (4) and Eq. (15) have been used. In the ase 2a > 0 the attrative salar fore iso�set by pressure fores and the utuations osillate as sound waves and an be onsideredas stable. However, for 2a < 0 perturbations beome unstable and tend to blow up.3. Evolution of the PerturbationsIn this setion we will analyse the linear MaVaN perturbations in the synhronous gauge,whih is haraterised by a perturbed line element of the formds2 = a(�)2(�d� 2 + (Æij + hij)dxidxj); (17)where � denotes onformal time and hij is the metri perturbation. Here and in thefollowing dots represent derivatives with respet to � . Most of our other notations andx (see also [70℄ for another example of uni�ed models)



Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 7onventions omply with those in Ma and Bertshinger [74℄. Consequently, the Friedmannequation takes the form3H2 = a2M2pl  _�22a2 + V�(�) + �m! ; (18)with Mpl � (p8�G)�1 denoting the redued Plank mass and the subsript m omprisingall matter speies.Sine the following perturbation equations have been widely disussed in the literature(e.g. [23, 53, 65, 76, 77℄ and referenes therein), we will simply state them here for neutrinosoupled to a salar �eld.The evolution equation for the MaVaN density ontrast Æ� = Æ��=�� is given by [65℄,_Æ� = 3 �H + � _�� w� � Æp�Æ��! Æ� � (1 + w�) �� + _h2!+ � (1� 3w�) Æ _�+ � 0 _�Æ� (1� 3w�) ; (19)where � = d logm�d� .Furthermore, the trae of the metri perturbation, h � Æijhij, aording to thelinearised Einstein equations satis�es,�h+H _h = a2M2pl [ÆT 00 � ÆT ii ℄; where (20)ÆT 00 = � 1a2 _�Æ _�� V 0�(�)Æ��Xm �mÆm; (21)ÆT ii = 3a2 _�Æ _�� 3V 0�(�)Æ�+Xr �rÆr + 32b�bÆb + 32���Æ�: (22)Here ÆT �� denotes the perturbed stress energy tensor and the subsripts m and r olletneutrinos, radiation, CDM and baryons (with sound speed b) as well as (relativisti)neutrinos and radiation, respetively.The evolution equation for the neutrino veloity perturbation �� � ikivi� withvi� � dxi=d� reads [65℄,_�� = �H(1� 3w�)�� � _w�1 + w� �� + Æp�Æ��1 + w� k2Æ�+ � 1� 3w�1 + w� k2Æ�� �(1� 3w�) _� �� � k2�� ; (23)where �� denotes the neutrino shear as de�ned in [74℄.Finally, the perturbed Klein-Gordon equation for the oupled salar �eld is givenby [65℄ �Æ�+ 2H _Æ�+ hk2 + a2 nV 00� + � 0(�� � 3P�)oi Æ�+ 12 _h _� = (24)� a2�Æ���(1� 3Æp�Æ�� ):We note that instead of proeeding via the uid equations, Eqs. (19) and (23), theevolution of the neutrino density ontrast an be alulated from the Boltzmann equation



Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 8[74℄. We have veri�ed analytially and numerially that the two methods yield identialresults provided that the salar-neutrino oupling is appropriately taken aount of in theBoltzmann hierarhy [75℄.As disussed in se. 2 MaVaNs models an only possibly beome unstable on sub-Hubble sales m�1� < a=k < H�1 in the non-relativisti regime of the neutrinos, where theperturbations evolve adiabatially. For our numerial results in the next setion we solvethe oupled Eqs. (19-24) in the (quasi-)adiabati regime by negleting the neutrino shear�� . This approximation is justi�ed, sine the salar-neutrino oupling beomes importantin this regime andm� is muh larger than the mean momentum of the neutrino distribution.For the purpose of gaining further analytial insight into the evolution of the neutrinodensity ontrast, it is instrutive to apply additional approximations to Eqs. (19-24) to bejusti�ed in the following.Sine the minimum of the e�etive potential traked by the salar �eld evolvesonly slowly due to hanges in the neutrino energy density, we an safely ignore termsproportional to _�. Moreover, in the non-relativisti regime of the neutrinos on salesm�1� < a=k < H�1, as a onsequene of P� � 0 it follows that �� � 0 and w� � 0 aswell as �r � 2b � 0. In addition, in the following we substitute Æ� by its average valueorresponding to the foring term on the right hand side of Eq. (24) in the above limits,Æ �� = � ���Æ�(V 00� + ��� 0) + k2a2 ; (25)whih solves the perturbed Klein-Gordon equation reasonably well on all sales [23, 76℄.Finally, by ombining the derivative of Eq. (19) with Eq. (20) { Eq. (23) and Eq. (25)in the non-relativisti limit, we arrive at the equation of motion for the neutrino densityontrast valid at late times on length sales m�1� < a=k < H�1,�Æ� +H _Æ� +  Æp�Æ�� k2 � 32H2
�Ge�G ! Æ� = 32H2 " 
CDMÆCDM + 
bÆb # (26)where Ge� = G0�1 + 2�2M2pl1 + a2k2fV 00� + ��� 0g1A and (27)
i = a2�i3H2M2pl : (28)Sine neutrinos not only interat through gravity, but also through the fore mediatedby the salar �eld, they feel an e�etive Newton's onstant Ge� as de�ned in Eq. (27).The fore depends upon the MaVaN model spei� funtions � and V� and takes valuesbetween G and G(1 + 2�2M2pl) on very large and small length sales, respetively. Thesale dependene of Ge� is due to the �nite range of the salar �eld (V 00� + ��� 0)� 12 , whihaording to Eq. (8) is equal to (m2� � �2��)� 12 . For moderate oupling strength it isessentially given by the inverse salar �eld mass, whereas for � � 1=Mpl it an take largervalues. Aordingly, in a MaVaN model both the salar potential V� and the oupling



Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 9� inuene the range of the salar �eld fore felt by neutrinos, whereas its strength isdetermined by the oupling �.The evolution of perturbations in old dark matter (CDM) oupled to a light salar�eld in oupled quintessene [23℄ and hameleon osmologies [53℄ is governed by anequation similar to Eq. (26). However, we would like to point out that for the sameoupling funtions the dynamis of the perturbations in neutrinos an be quite di�erentfrom those in oupled CDM. This is a result of the fat that 
� � (
CDM+
b). Whereas
CDM � 0:2 and 
b � 0:05 [4℄ at present, 
� depends on the so far not known absoluteneutrino mass sale realised in nature. Taking as a lower bound the mass splitting deduedfrom atmospheri neutrino avour osillation experiments and the upper bound derivedfrom the Mainz tritium beta-deay experiments [81℄, we get 10�4�<
� �< 0:15 today k. Itis important to note that sine in the standard MaVaN senario the neutrino mass is aninreasing funtion of time, at earlier times the ratio 
�=(
CDM+
b) was even smaller thantoday. In general it follows that the smaller this ratio is, the larger the relative inueneof the foring term on the RHS of Eq. (26) beomes. The foring term desribes thee�et of the perturbations of other osmi omponents on the dynamis of the neutrinodensity ontrast and ompetes with the salar �eld dependent term / Ge�G 
�Æ� on theLHS. Correspondingly, apart from the salar �eld mediated fore the neutrinos feel thegravitational drag exerted by the potential wells formed by CDM. Consequently, as long asthe oupling funtion � does not onsiderably enhane the inuene of the term / Ge�G 
�Æ�,the non-relativisti neutrinos will follow CDM (like baryons) just as in the Standard Model.In the following we lassify the behaviour of the neutrino density ontrast in models ofneutrino dark energy subjet to all relevant kinds of oupling funtions �. We emphasizethat this lassi�ation is ompletely model independent. In the small-sale limit wedistinguish the following three ases:Small-sale limita) For 
�(1 + 2�2M2pl) < 
CDM until the present time, the neutrino density ontrastis stabilised by the CDM soure term whih dominates its dynamis. In this asethe inuene of the salar �eld on the perturbations is subdominant and the densityontrast in MaVaNs grows moderately just like gravitational instabilities in unoupledneutrinos.b) For � � onst: and muh larger than all other parameters at late times, Ge� � G,the damping term H _Æ� in Eq. (26) as well as the the terms proportional to ÆCDM andÆb an be negleted, leading to exponentially growing solutions.) For � 6= onst: and growing faster than all other parameters at late times, Ge� � G,Æ� is growing faster than exponentially{.k Note that if the upper limit from the Mainz experiment is saturated the requirement 
� � 
m isformally not satis�ed. However, this ase should be viewed as very extreme and is most likely exludedbased on struture formation arguments{ In the limit �(�) ! 1 for � ! 1, Eq. 26 takes the form �Æ� � 3H2
� �2(�)M2pl1+a2(V 00� +���0)=k2 Æ� = 0, and itan be shown that j _Æ�Æ� j ! 1 for � !1 [79℄. Sine this ratio is onstant and thus not large enough for anexponentially growing Æ� , the solution is required to grow faster than exponentially.



Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 10In ontrast, on sales (V 00� + ��� 0)�1=2 � a=k < H�1 muh larger than the range of the�-mediated fore,Large-sale limitd) For � � onst: and of moderate strength, Ge� � G and the perturbations behavee�etively like perturbations for unoupled uids in General Relativity.e) For � growing faster than all other quantities at late times, Ge� � G, instabilitiesdevelop on all sub-Hubble sales a=k > (V 00� + ��� 0)�1=2 aording to ). However, onlarge length sales their growth rate is suppressed due to the orresponding small wavenumber k.3.1. Potentials and CouplingsIn the following, we onsider two ombinations of salar potentials V�(�) and of salar-neutrino ouplings � whih de�ne our MaVaN models. The potentials are hosen toaomplish the required osmi late-time aeleration and for the ouplings we takemeaningful limiting ases.Our main point is to present a proof of onept of the stability onditions statedabove, whih is valid for a general adiabati MaVaN model. We note that a ertain degreeof �ne-tuning is exerted. It is mainly due to the fat that CMBFAST and CAMB onlyoperate in the linear regime H � 10�4Mp�1 < k < 0:1Mp�1 and orrespondingly, onlyin this regime an we analytially trak the evolution of perturbation by the help of lineartheory. Sine the Compton wavelength of the salar �eld � m�1� sets the length sale ofinterest where possible instabilities an grow fastest, a=k >� m�1� , (f. the disussion inse. 2), this implies the salar �eld mass has to be tuned aordingly, while at the sametime the orret osmology has to be aomplished.Firstly, we onsider a MaVaN model suggested by [38℄ whih we will refer to as thelog-linear model. The salar �eld has a Coleman-Weinberg type [78℄ logarithmi potential,V�(�) = V0 log(1 + ��); (29)where the onstants V0 and � are hosen appropriately to yield 
DE � 0:7 and m� � Htoday. The hoie of V� determines the evolution of � aording to Eq. (7) as plotted in�g. 1. Apparently, the neutrino bakground has a stabilising e�et on �. It drives the salar�eld to larger values and stops it from rolling down its potential V�. This ompetition of thetwo terms in Eq. (7) results in a minimum at an intermediate value of � (f. Eq. 9), whihslowly evolves due to hanges in the neutrino energy density. As the universe expands and�� dilutes, both the minimum and the salar �eld are driven to smaller values towards zero.Let us now turn to the neutrino mass and its evolution. The dependene of m� on thesalar �eld is given by,m�(�) = m0�0� : (30)



Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 11

Figure 1. The e�etive potential V (thik lines), omposed of the salar potential V�(dashed) and the neutrino energy density �� , plotted for three di�erent redshifts, z = 5(solid), z = 4 (dashed-dotted), z = 3 (dotted). The VEV of � traks the minimum ofV (marked by X) and evolves to smaller values for dereasing redshift. We have used� = 1� 1020M�1pl and V0 = 8:1� 10�13eV4.Suh a dependene naturally emerges in the framework of the seesaw mehanism. In thisase the light neutrino mass m� arises from integrating out a heavier sterile state, whosemass varies linearly with the value of the salar �eld (as e.g. in Ref. [38, 63, 72℄).Aording to Eq. (30) this model is haraterised by a �eld dependent oupling,�(�) = 1m�m�� = �1�; (31)whih orresponds to a time evolution as plotted in �g. 2.Sine the value of � dereases with time (f. �g. 1) this means the rate of energytransfer between the salar �eld and the neutrinos and also the attration felt betweenneutrinos inreases with time. Consequently, both the neutrino mass m� in Eq. (30) andaording to Eq. (2) also the neutrino energy density blow up when � approahes zero.Thus, from these qualitative onsiderations it an already be expeted that the model willrun into stability problems in the non-relativisti neutrino regime.Seondly, we onsider an inverse power-law model, whih we will refer to as the power-model. V� = Mn+4�n ; (32)
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Figure 2. The evolution of the e�etive oupling, � (given by Eq. (31)), as a funtionof redshift for the potential Eq. (29). We have used � = 1 � 1020M�1pl and V0 =8:1� 10�13eV4.Note that this is similar to a model proposed in the ontext of hameleon osmologies [52,53, 80℄. However, there are some notable di�erenes: Our potential does not redue to aosmologial onstant in the asymptoti future and V (�)!1 for �! 0. The last pointis, however, not problemati from a osmology point of view sine for realisti value of thepower-law exponent n it is always true that 
� ! 0 for t! 0.The mass parameter M is �xed by the requirements 
DE � 0:7 and m� � H. In�g. 3 the evolution of � is plotted aording to Eq. (1). In ontrast to the �rst model, theexpetation value of � is inreasing with time.In this model the dependene of the neutrino mass on the salar �eld is taken to be,m� = m0e��2 ; (33)where � is a onstant. The power-law model is haraterised by a �eld-dependent oupling,� = 1m� �m��� = 2��; (34)whih orresponds to a time evolution as plotted in �g. 4.Sine aording to �g. 3 the value of � is inreasing until the present time, the massand onsequently also the oupling is growing with time - f. �g. 4. The growth of themass depends on the hoie of the parameter � and an be quite moderate ompared tothe log-linear model. This an make the model more stable.4. ResultsIn this setion we present the numerial results of our stability analysis for the two MaVaNmodels of the last setion. They are obtained from modifying the CMBFAST ode [82℄
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Figure 3. The e�etive potential V (thik lines), omposed of the salar potential V�(dotted) and the neutrino energy density �� , plotted for two di�erent redshifts, z = 1(dot-dashed), z = 0 (dashed). The VEV of � traks the minimum of V (marked by X)and evolves to larger values for dereasing redshift. We have used n = 0:01 andM = 0:011eV.

Figure 4. The evolution of the e�etive oupling, � (given by Eq. (34)), as a funtion ofredshift for the potential Eq. (32). We have used � = 100M�2pl .to inlude a light salar �eld oupled to neutrinos and were heked by altering theCAMB ode [83℄ aordingly. We assume a neutrino energy density of 
� � 0:02, whihorresponds roughly to the urrent onservative upper limit on the sum of neutrino massesfrom CMB and LSS data [3, 4, 40℄ +, where we take the present day normalised Hubbleexpansion rate to be h = 0:7. 
� orresponds to the energy density of three neutrino speies+ Note those onstraints were obtained assuming non-interating neutrino models. Hene this assumptionould be relaxed.
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Figure 5. a) Neutrino mass m� (solid) and temperature T� (dotted) as a funtion ofredshift. b) Total dark energy sound speed squared 2a as a funtion of redshift. )Density ontrast in neutrinos (osillating) Æ� and density ontrast in CDM ÆCDM as afuntion of redshift on a sale k = 0:1Mp�1. We have used � = 1 � 1020M�1pl andV0 = 8:1� 10�13eV4.with degenerate mass m�i(z = 0) � 0:312 eV � T�0 , whih are highly non-relativistitoday. We note that this partiular hoie of neutrino mass has no qualitative impat onour results.4.1. Log-linear ModelThe log-linear model is de�ned by Eq. (29) and Eq. (30). By �ne-tuning the parameterV0 for a �xed value of � = 1020M�1pl in Eq. (29), standard osmology with 
DE = 0:7,
CDM = 0:25, and 
b = 0:05 at present an be aomplished, where 
DE = 
� + 
�.The mass of � at present determined from Eq. (8) is m� = 5:74 Mp�1� H.Consequently, the Compton wavelength of the salar �eld, m�1� , sets the sales on whihthe perturbations in (non-relativisti) MaVaNs are adiabati, m�1� < a=k < H�1 (f. thedisussion in se. 2.2). We produe our results on a sale k = 0:1Mp�1 � m�. In �g. 5we present our results for the evolution of the neutrino mass, the sound speed squared andthe density ontrast to be disussed in the following.a) The evolution of the neutrino mass m�(z) and the neutrino temperature T�(z) =T�0(1+z) is plotted as a funtion of redshift. As long as m�(z)� T�(z), the neutrinosare relativisti, whereas for m�(z) � T�(z) they have turned non-relativisti. The



Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 15transition takes plae at roughly z+1 � 7, i.e. when m�(z) ' 3T�(z). One interestingfeature is that for z ! 0 the neutrino mass grows asm�(z) / a3 so that �� ! Constant.b) A plot of the total adiabati sound speed squared of the oupled uid 2a. It dereaseswhen the neutrinos approah the non-relativisti regime m�(z)� T�(z)(f. a)). Thisis due to the drop in the neutrino pressure from initially P� � 1=3 to P� � 0 well afterthe transition of regimes.) A plot of the density ontrast in neutrinos Æ� = Æ��=��, and old dark matter (CDM)ÆCDM = Æ�CDM=�CDM on a sale of k = 0:1 Mp�1. As long as the neutrinos arestill relativisti (m�(z) � T�(z) f. a)), the perturbations in the strongly oupledsalar-neutrino uid osillate like sound waves. However, after pressure annot o�setthe attrative fore anymore (m�(z) > 3T�(z)), the neutrino density ontrast blowsup and thus grows at a muh faster rate than the density ontrast in CDM (the fastgrowth sets in after the e�etive sound speed squared has turned negative). This anbe understood by onsidering the evolution of the oupling � between the salar �eldand neutrinos (f. �g. 2), sine �2 aording to Eq. (26) governs the evolution of thedensity ontrast in non-relativisti neutrinos. The hoie of a large � orresponds to� � Mpl at late times, and hene �2 is driven to larger and larger values, while theVEV of � approahes zero (f. the disussion in the last setion). Aordingly, Æ�is subjet to an e�etive Newton's onstant Ge� � G (f. the disussion in se. 3).However, ÆCDM behaves essentially as in General Relativity, as long as the modi�ationto the gravitational e�et on CDM aused by the salar-�eld indued hange in theneutrino density ontrast is not prominent. Sine the oupling and thus Ge� rapidlyinrease with time, the salar �eld transfers more and more energy to the neutrinosausing m� to inrease (f. a)). Therefore, both � as well as the energy density inneutrinos inrease suh that the stabilising e�et of the CDM beomes less and lessimportant and �nally beomes entirely negligible.As a further onsequene, the attration between neutrinos also rises steadily, whilethe neutrino pressure drops and eases to stabilise the perturbations. As demonstratedin b) the total sound speed squared is thus quikly driven to negative values, ausing Æ�to grow faster than exponentially (f. also the disussion in se. 3). As a result, we anshow that the neutrino density ontrast has already turned non-linear at z + 1 � 5.Hene we take into aount the normalisation of the CDM density ontrast whihgives us a rough estimate for the normalisation of Æ�. As long as the dimensionlesspower spetrum �2(k) = k3P (k)=(2�2) / Æ2CDM < 1, CDM perturbations on a sale kare linear, where P (k) denotes the power spetrum of CDM. Sine on the onsideredsale of k = 0:1Mp�1 we have �2(k) � 0:3� 0:4 [84℄ for CDM, we an infer that forneutrinos �2(k) / Æ2� > 1, when Æ� exeeds ÆCDM by more than a fator of p2. Thisis the ase at roughly 1 + z � 5, while afterwards linear perturbation theory breaksdown. It is thus likely that neutrinos in this model are subjet to the formation ofnon-linear struture in the neutrino energy density [63℄ before the present time.Our numerial results presented in �g. 5 demonstrate that the total sound speedsquared in the log-linear model is negative at late times, orresponding to a fast growth of



Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 16perturbations. Thus, inevitably, the neutrino density ontrast at some point in time willgo non-linear and the model beomes unstable with the possible outome of the formationof neutrino bound states [63℄.4.2. Power-law PotentialThe power-law potential is de�ned by Eq. (32) and Eq. (33). We have hosen n = 0:1and n = 0:01 in Eq. (32) to guarantee an adiabati evolution of the salar �eld untilthe present time, where m� � 10�3Mp�1 � 10H today. In addition, this hoie ofparameters allows us to push the sales where possible adiabati instabilities an our,m�1� �<a=k < H�1, into the linear regime. Aordingly, we perform our perturbationanalysis on a sale k = m� � 10�3Mp�1 and illustrate our results in �g. 6 and �g. 7 tobe desribed in the following.a) The evolution of the neutrino mass m�(z) and the neutrino temperature T�(z) in thenon-relativisti regime m�(z) � T�(z) is plotted as a funtion of redshift. Note thatthe neutrinos turn non-relativisti at quite early times ompared to the log-linearmodel.b) The evolution of the total sound speed squared 2a of the oupled dark energy uidis plotted as a funtion of redshift. We observe that, 2a takes negative values in thehighly non-relativisti regime of the neutrinos.) The density ontrast in neutrinos Æ�, and old dark matter ÆCDM is plotted on a saleof k = 10�3 Mp�1 for n = 0:1 and n = 0:01, respetively. For both ases the neutrinomass variation is most severe at late times leading to a large oupling at late times. Inthe ase of n = 0:1 the oupling is so large at present that instabilities have e�etivelyset in (f. the disussion in the log-linear model), whereas in the ase of n = 0:01 themodel an be regarded as stable until the present time.It is found that the density ontrast in MaVaNs grows just as in unoupled neutrinosin General Relativity as long as the oupling remains moderate. The reason is that thee�ets of the salar �eld on the neutrino perturbations are subdominant with respetto the gravitational inuene of CDM and baryons. As a result, the growth of Æ� withtime remains moderate and Æ� turns out to be of omparable size as ÆCDM today. It hasto be noted that we are looking at large sales on whih perturbations are suppressedby the large value of k�1. However, ompared to a steeply growing oupling this e�etis small as an also be seen towards the present for the ase of n = 0:1 where the massvariation is large.In addition, aording to our analytial alulation in se. 3 the stability onditionis ful�lled on sales were possible instabilities grow fastest. As argued in se. 4.1,the CDM perturbations are known to be linear at the sale onsidered and thus theneutrino perturbations an also be viewed as linear until the present time in the aseof n=0.01.In onlusion, �g. 6 and �g. 7 demonstrate that the adiabati power-law model isharaterised by a growing mass at late times. For moderate oupling strengths, the
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Figure 6. a) Neutrino mass m� (solid) and temperature T� (dotted) as a funtion ofredshift. b) Total dark energy sound speed squared 2a as a funtion of redshift. ) Densityontrast in neutrinos (dashed) Æ� , and density ontrast in CDM ÆCDM (solid) as a funtionof redshift on a sale k = 10�3Mp�1. We have used n = 0:01 and M = 0:0021 eV.neutrino density ontrast follows the old dark matter density ontrast and the model anbe regarded as stable - even in the ase of imaginary sound speed. However, it depends onthe hoie of the model parameters whether the model will remain stable in the future.These results extends the analytial onsiderations of Ref. [63℄. The nonlinear ollapsedoes not happen as soon as the neutrinos beome non-relativisti, as baryons and espeiallyCDM, are able to attrat the neutrinos in their potential wells formed through onventionalgravitational ollapse. It is important to onsider the magnitude and the growth rate of
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Figure 7. a) Neutrino mass m� (solid) and temperature T� (dotted) as a funtion ofredshift. b) Total dark energy sound speed squared 2a as a funtion of redshift. ) Densityontrast in neutrinos (dashed) Æ� , and density ontrast in CDM ÆCDM (solid) as a funtionof redshift on a sale k = 10�3Mp�1. We have used n = 0:1 and M = 0:011 eV.the salar �eld-neutrino oupling and to ompare its importane relative to other souresof gravitational attration. As indiated in the previous setion, the omparison an bemade quantitatively through Eq. (26).This onlusion is further underlined by �g.8 in whih we an see the old dark matterterm 
CDMÆCDM from Eq. (26) dominating over the oupling term 
� Ge�G Æ� at early times.In this regime the model is stable. At later times the oupling term overtakes the dmterm as the oupling inreases. This e�et learly makes the n = 0:1 model unstable.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the terms from Eq. (26) 
� GeffG Æ�(solid) and
CDMÆCDM(dashed) as a funtion of redshift on a sale k = 10�3Mp�1. For n = 0:1 theoupling term is larger than the dm term from a redshift of z + 1 � 4. We have usedM = 0:0021 M�1=2plMp�1=2 and � = 100M�2pl .It should be noted that in both ases for the power-law model, the salar �eld massis dereasing suh that in the very near future m� < H. This means that the sale onwhih the perturbations are adiabati will quikly be pushed outside the horizon and theperturbations beome non-adiabeti on all sales - for a disussion of the stability of non-adiabati models see [86℄.4.3. A no-go theorem for mass varying neutrinos?In the following, we will omment on a no-go theorem in Ref. [63℄ whih states thatany realisti adiabati MaVaN model with m2� > 0 annot be stable for non-relativistineutrinos.For its dedution the authors of Ref. [63℄ proeeded in the following way. They derivedan expression for the total sound speed squared 2a in the kineti theory piture for p� � m�assuming the perturbations to be plane waves. Independent of the hoie of the salar-neutrino oupling and the salar potential whih haraterise a MaVaN model, 2a turnedout to be negative. No referene was made of the relative gravitational importane of otherrelevant osmi omponents like CDM and baryons.In the present work we have shown examples of models whih demonstrate that adetailed analysis of the potential and oupling funtions as well as an assessment of theinuene of CDM and baryons, are neessary in order to predit the growth of struture inneutrinos. In se. 3 we found that the density ontrast in neutrinos in the small sale limitonly grows exponentially if the salar-neutrino oupling is larger than all other relevant



Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 20parameters, leading to negligible growth-slowing e�ets as provided by osmi expansionand CDM gravitational drag.In this ase we veri�ed numerially for the log-linear model of the last setion that 2aturns negative in agreement with the result of [63℄. We would like to point out that �nitetemperature e�ets whih an play a ruial role for the stability of a MaVaN model [71℄were inluded in our alulation.However, as demonstrated by the result for the power-model, for a moderate oupling,the evolution of the neutrino density ontrast is very similar to the unoupled ase inordinary General Relativity. This was shown even in the ase of an imaginary sound speedof the dark energy uid. Aordingly, the perturbations were found to grow muh slowerthan exponentially with time.We would furthermore like to point out that our numerial analysis was veryonservative in the sense that it assumes a omparatively large neutrino mass sale ofPm� � 1 eV. Thus, we would like to stress that the stabilising e�ets exerted by otherosmi omponents on the MaVaN perturbations an be muh more eÆient, in ase theabsolute neutrino mass sale realized in nature turns out to be in the sub-eV range.Based on our analysis we onlude that viable adiabati MaVaN models an be foundwhih are stable until the present time. We indiate 
� � 
CDM as the main ause, sineit enhanes the stabilising inuene exerted by CDM on the neutrino density ontrast.Consequently, the dynamis in stable models are governed by CDM, largely independentof the sign of the sound speed squared, even in the highly non-relativisti regime.Furthermore, we have integrated the relevant equations using CMBFAST and CAMBwhih work in the linear regime. Consequently, the mass of the salar �eld had to behosen small enough (however � H) to push the sales where possible instabilities ouldour into the linear regime.By inreasing the salar �eld mass and thus reduing the range of the salar �eld,we would expet a loal salar �eld indued enhanement of the gravitational lusteringof neutrinos in the non-linear regime (on sales where neutrino free-streaming annotinhibit the growth of perturbations). Aordingly, resulting neutrino bound states wouldbe interpreted as a ontribution to the CDM small sale struture, whih however, onaverage does not a�et the equation of state of neutrino dark energy. Similarly, inhameleon osmologies suh an enhaned small sale growth of the CDM density ontrastis predited [85℄ due to the oupling to a salar �eld with range a=k = 250 p today. Wethus refer to another interesting lass of possibly stable MaVaN models haraterised by amuh larger salar �eld mass. However, the detailed disussion of these models and theirphenomenologial impliations lies beyond the sope of this paper.5. DisussionModels of neutrinos oupled to a light salar �eld have been invoked to naturally explain theobserved osmi aeleration as well as the origin of dynamial neutrino masses. However,the lass of MaVaN models haraterised by an adiabati evolution of perturbations in thenon-relativisti regime may su�er from instabilities and as a result ease to at as dark



Neutrino Dark Energy { Revisiting the Stability Issue 21energy. In this paper we analysed the stability issue in the framework of linear perturbationtheory.For this purpose we derived the equation of motion of the density ontrast in thenon-relativisti neutrino regime in terms of the harateristi MaVaN funtions, namelythe salar potential, the salar-neutrino oupling, and the soure terms provided by CDMand baryons. Furthermore, we modi�ed both the CMBFAST [82℄ and CAMB [83℄ ode toinlude a light salar �eld oupled to neutrinos and numerially foused on two signi�antMaVaN models.We found that the instabilities in the neutrino density ontrast only our if theinuene of the salar-neutrino oupling on the dynamis of the perturbations dominatesover the growth-slowing e�ets (dragging) provided by CDM. As long as the oupling ismoderate, the neutrinos feel a gravitational drag towards the potential wells formed byCDM. This e�et an postpone the instabilities and stabilise the perturbations until todayas long as the oupling remains of a moderate size. This result is largely independent ofthe sign of the sound speed squared.These results were obtained from onsidering representative limiting ases for thetime dependene of the oupling. At �rst, we investigated MaVaN models haraterisedby a strong growth of the oupling and thus of the neutrino masses with time. In thisase, at late times any growth-slowing e�ets on the perturbations provided by the osmiexpansion or the gravitational drag of CDM an be negleted. Consequently, independentof the hoie of the salar potential, the analyti equation for the evolution of the neutrinodensity ontrast at late times involved a faster than exponentially growing solution. Ournumerial results for suh a model with logarithmi salar potential illustrated that theonset of the instability is around the time when the neutrinos turn non-relativisti. Inthis ase, the instability ould be seen as the e�et of the adiabati sound speed squaredbeoming negative.Sine the attration between neutrinos inreases rapidly, the sound speed hanges signas soon as the ounterbalaning pressure fores in neutrinos have dropped suÆiently. As aresult, the non-relativisti neutrino density ontrast is inevitably driven into the non-linearregime with the likely outome of the formation of neutrino nuggets [63℄.However, we demonstrated analytially that this result does not hold true if the salar-neutrino oupling in a MaVaN model is not strong enough to overompensate for thegrowth-slowing e�ets provided by other osmi omponents. More preisely, the stabilityondition was found to translate into an upper bound on the salar neutrino oupling whihis determined by the ratio between the dark matter plus baryon density to the neutrinodensity.Aordingly, the value of the allowed oupling strength depends on the absoluteneutrino mass sale realized in nature, its maximal value being �=Mpl � 0(100) for aminimal hierarhial neutrino mass spetrum. In this ase, even though the �eld liesadiabatially in the minimum of the e�etive potential, the evolution of the neutrino densityontrast at late times and up to the present epoh tends to follow the CDM density ontrastjust as in the unoupled ase.Spei�ally, we demonstrated numerially that for the hoie of a moderately growing
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